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The Advantages of Creativity!
It’s common amongst the creative people to feel hyper-anxious, get emotional and
feel lonely and underestimated in the eyes of rest of the world. But relax; the scene is
not as bad as you think it is. There are many advantages and special privileges of
being creative.
Here are five great reasons to lift-up your mood and make you happy if you’ve
lately not been much excited about your creativity…
Freedom of Entertainment
When you are really creative, almost whole world and
everything within it becomes a canvas for your
thoughts. You have the ability to alter and distort
anything that can be visualized. It’s really easy to
make your own world, away from reality and switch
between them whenever you wish. For this reason,
you’ll always have something or the other to keep you
and people around you, away from boredom. You
can have fun, explore and even learn a lot from your
personal mental laboratory by taking the visualizations
to the extent of reality. For this very reason, creative people are also usually good at
practical humour and make a great company.
Influencing& Manipulation
Though creativity directly doesn't have anything to
do with influencing or manipulation; however, it is
relatively much easier for you to carry out the task,
when you have it in you. This is because of the
strong visualization ability, which enables you to be
prepared for the possible problems that can arise
while convincing someone. Moreover; creativity
also makes a larger playground for the thoughts
and possibilities that can be used to carry out while
executing tasks. The scope of creating interesting
and complex situations also increases, which helps
in keeping others amazed while communicating. This ultimately increases the
chances of people getting influenced by what you say.

Faster Growth & Better Career Options
Whichever field you belong to, there is always a
scope of something extra and innovative. This tends
to easily keep you in the good books of your higher
authorities. Moreover the ability to think out of the
box and solving problems also increases your
chances of getting promoted to higher posts;
making the career graph sharper. This also keeps
you more engaged in even the most tedious jobs,
as you manage to find out interesting and
innovative ways of doing even the obvious tasks as
well. As such when all other criteria are common, creativity is anyways, an added
advantage.
Little Extra Consideration
When critical times come, the creative guys are
often given an extra consideration. Creativity is
overall a rare ability, because of which, the
creative people are usually dealt in a more
delicate and careful manner. This is also because;
creative people are relatively more emotional and
sensitive towards reviews and criticism. As a result
there are lesser chances of creative people getting
a rude or instant reaction for anything. This
definitely doesn't, in any way imply that people
love you; it’s just that you might be too precious to
be lost for some silly issues.
The Alien Effect
This is relatively a lesser common benefit of being
creativity, as there are more chances that this works
against you. When people around you know that
you are creative, they somehow manage to
consider you of some different age, era or even
planet at times. This mostly results into avoidance
and other problems. But after making a name in your
respective field, the same 'avoiders' quickly turn into
‘fan-friends’. However, sometimes the alien effect is
pretty beneficial as you get your desired space and
privacy under the ‘alien’ tag. The ‘fear of unknown’
also helps in keeping others from trying to mess around with you and ultimately
proves to be an advantage!
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